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ISO 9001:2000 CERTIFIED  

Metrotech has received ISO 9001:2000 Quality Management System Certification.  

Metrotech adheres to the quality standard guidelines of ISO 9001:2000 and ensures 
quality in its design/development, production, installation, and servicing disciplines.  

© Metrotech Corporation  -2006  

Metrotech Corporation 
3251 Olcott Street 

Santa Clara, CA 95054 
USA  

Tel:  1.800.446.3392; 1.408.734.1400 
Fax: 1.408.734.1415 

E-mail: sales@metrotech.com     

     

The instrument meets the following standards: 

EMC-standard: 89/336/EWG (EEC) 
Electromagnetic compatibility 

Changing modification rule: 92/31/EWG  

As well as: 
Low voltage regulation : 73/23/EWG (EEC) 
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System components

  
Under the pictures you will find the designation.    

Equipment

                           

*Optional   

 

Commander                 Sound Logger - Metrolog      

 

*PC receiver box for logger - Metrolog  E- BOX  
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Software

   

                             

Container 

                 

   PC software  Metrolog VIEW              RS 232 cable 

 

Soild transportation case for 15 Metrologs and Commander unit 
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Antennas 

                 

Option:

  

* Angle bracket for commander antenna     

Power supply 

      

                                          

Options

 

Commander Antenna                                     Car antenna 
                

 

Charger for Commander                          12 V charging cable 
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Angle bracket                   Plastic pipe adapter 

Tension spring                         Nylon strap  
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Cone valve adapter - 20 mm             Cone valve adapter  42 mm 
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1 Getting started with Metrolog HL 7000

 
Metrolog   

Our sound loggers are designed for continuous, battery- powered, 
maintenance- free use. All leak information is transferred via radio to a 
receiver called a commander or to a laptop with a device called an  
Metrolog E- Box . Not only the leak status, noise level and frequency 

are transferred, but all the other important information such as the 
battery status, serial number and logger designation. Thanks to the 
bidirectional radio system, the Metrolog sound loggers can be 
programmed individually or in groups. This means the user can 
program each logger as required. With its integrated antenna, the 
logger is a compact device which can be used in almost any situation.    

Commander   

The commander is a device for reading and programming the loggers. 
All the necessary information is clearly shown on its large, transflective 
display. Depending on the leak mode, the graphical display is 
accompanied by an audible signal informing the user about the leak 
status. All of the data stored in the commander can be transferred to a 
PC or laptop.   

    
Metrolog E- Box  

The Metrolog E- Box allows you to read and program the loggers 
directly using a PC.  

Note

  

Operation elements are framed and in bold text below. 
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1.1 Menu structure / overview

  
The commander has two operating modes: standard and advanced. 
Standard mode allows new users to use the system immediately 
without prior training. Advanced mode allows users to program any 
parameter in order to obtain leak information even in complex 
situations. The following section explains how to use standard mode, 
so that you can start using the system as soon as possible.                              

Start 

 

Options 

 

Standard menu 

 

Delete inbox

  

Transfer 
measured 
data to PC 

 

Transfer 
configuration 
data from PC 

 

Show 
configured 

 loggers 

 

System settings 

 

Logger 
configuration 

 

- Advanced mode 
- Each logger ID configurable 
- Show logger comments 
- Beep 
- Automatically switch off after

 

- Lighting off after 
- Date and time 

 

Prepare logger 

 

Read logger 

 

Display measured 
data 

 

Show graph 

 

Loggers received 

 

Loggers not received 

 

Place logger 
right way up 

 

Loggers in the box

 

= group query 

 

Place logger 
upside-down 

 

Program group 
and set clock 

 

Analysis

  

Logger in the shaft

 

= patrol 

 

Replace 
logger 
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1.1.1 Using the commander in standard / advanced mode 

   
First you have to mount the 
antenna. The antenna is in its 
compartment on the back of the 
commander. The antenna can also 
be stored in the compartment when 
you are using the commander with 
the car antenna. On the top of the 
device you will find the antenna 
socket, the charger socket and the 
RS 232 socket.              

The sockets are marked with the following symbols

       

Antenna socket       RS 232 port Charger socket  
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You can switch the commander on and off using the I/O button. 

When the commander is on, the backlighting is switched on if you press 
the button briefly; if you hold it down, the device switches off.

Use the ESC button to skip back from submenus to main menus.
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Use the knob to scroll through menus and commands, select 
parameters or change numerical values. Press the knob ( Enter 
function) to confirm the action which is currently selected.    

   

Use the blue knob to set the display contrast.    

Let's get started!

   

Use the ON 

 

button to switch on the commander, then follow 
the instructions on the start screen
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1.2 Starting a measuring cycle in standard mode

The start screen shows the version number of the commander
software, the serial number, the date and time, and the battery charge
status. The bottom line is the menu bar. The framed line above it is the
status bar. Additional information on the function currently selected is
shown here. E-> means: turn and press the Enter knob to select
functions in the menu bar. 

Menu bar

Options ->  Options menu

Next -> Standard logger menu
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IMPORTANT: check the date and the time.  
If necessary, reset the TIME and the DATE. To do this, go to 
Options in the menu bar and then select 

 
Date and time in the 

System settings menu. 

1.2.1 Options

  

Basic settings (date, time etc. )    

Information on this screen:   

Menu bar

  

Start ->  Back to start screen  

Standard menu ->  Standard logger menu 

  E ->  Standard menu 

Options 

Delete inbox 

Transfer measured data 

Transfer configuration data from PC

 

Show configured loggers 

Replace logger 

System settings 

Start 
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Options on the screen

  
Delete inbox                          

The measured data from all loggers is deleted. Each logger is given the 
status Not received .  

Transfer measured data to PC   

The stored measured data is transferred to the PC. To do this, connect 
the commander to the PC. On the PC, select the same group which is 
active in the commander and set the PC to standby for receiving (see 
the description of Metrolog View further down). Then select Send on 
the commander and watch the progress bar on the PC. If the progress 
bar does not move, check that the commander is correctly connected to 
the PC and that the right serial interface is selected in the PC 
configuration.   

Transfer configuration data from PC  

Select Reception and then select Group -> Commander on the PC. If 
reception is OK, it is confirmed on the commander.  

Show configured loggers  

When you press the knob, the following information is displayed:   

Group configuration:  

-> Number of configured loggers  

-> Comments: description of the group (up to 32 characters)   

Menu bar selection:

  

Logger configuration  

The set parameters for the current logger are shown.    

To view the data for the other loggers in the group, use the knob to 
select No. in the first line and press Enter . The logger number is 
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highlighted. Then simply turn the knob to go to the next logger. Press 
Enter to quit this mode.  

To change the comments for the current logger, move the cursor to 
Logger comments and press Enter . A character menu appears, 

which you can use to edit the comments on the current logger.   

 

Replace logger  

This function enables you to select and replace a logger within the 
same group. Take the Old logger ID of a noise logger and change it 
to the New logger ID . When you finished the change, select Confirm 
entry in the menu bar.  

THIS CHANGE HAS TO BE MADE BEFORE

 

THE FULL DATA 
TRANSFER FROM THE COMMANDER TO THE PC IN THE 
METROLOG VIEW SOFTWARE.  

This means the group to be read (ID s and comments) should be 
created identically on the PC and the commander before the data is 
transferred from the PC. The message Please reprogram replaced 
loggers appears in the Replace logger menu.  
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System settings  

  

Advanced mode  

Choose it to operate the commander in advanced or standard mode.  

Each logger ID configurable   

If this function is enabled, any logger ID can be set. This is necessary 
when you need to program or check loggers which do not belong to 
the group in the commander.  

If the function is disabled, only the loggers in the active group can be 
used.  

We recommend disabling this function in order to make day-to-day 
work easier.  
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Show logger comments  

If this function is enabled, the inbox shows logger comments. If it is 
disabled, the logger number and logger ID appear in the list.  

Beep  

Activate or deactivate the audible confirmation tone when the knob is 
pressed down.  

Automatically switch off after  

Set a time from 1-60 minutes after which the commander automatically 
switches off after the last button is pressed. If you select 0 , the 
function is disabled.  

Lighting off after   

Set a time of up to 240 seconds, after which the backlighting 
automatically switches off. If you select 0 , the function is disabled.  

Date and time  

Set the date and the time in the commander. The commander s time is 
transferred to the loggers when it communicates with them. This 
optimises the accuracy of the loggers' clocks.   

After you have checked the time and date and corrected it if 
necessary, select Next  to go to the standard logger menu.  
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1.2.2 Standard logger menu

    

Menu bar

  

Back -> Back to start screen    

Screen menu

  

Prepare logger  

Read logger  

Display measured data   

Use the knob to select the Logger menu item. 

1.2.3 Prepare logger
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Menu bar

   

Back -> Return to Standard logger menu

   

Next -> Switch on logger    

Now place all the loggers upside-down for 3 minutes.   
When the clock on the screen runs out, place all the loggers the 
right way up to switch them on, then select Next in the menu bar 
to go to the Group item. 
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Menu bar

   

Back -> Return to standard logger menu   

Next -> Go to Program group   
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1.2.4 Program group

      

Menu bar

   

Back -> Return to standard logger menu   

Transfer settings -> Transfer the settings to the loggers   

Confirm Transfer settings in the menu bar to program the 
loggers.  After 5 minutes

 

the loggers start the patrol mode and 
start now to transmitting the patrol radio signal.   
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Note: 
Shortening the radio reception times can greatly extend the battery life. 
Therefore, only transfer the data at the actual daily transmission times.   

The Metrolog is a noise / frequency level meter of the latest generation 
with an amplification factor of 1,000,000. To make best use of this, the 
contact to the measuring point must be as good as possible. To make 
this easier, there a variety of adapters are available for the loggers.    

If the logger is attached to a valve rod, make sure the surface of the rod 
is as flat as possible. Clean the rod carefully (preferably with a wire 
brush). If the surface of the rod is not flat or is not magnetic, take off the 
logger and attach the 20 mm or 42 mm slide valve rod fitting, depending 
on the diameter of the rod. If the rod is installed very deep, use the 
nylon cord supplied to position the logger on the rod. Fasten the 
braided wire to the top of the shaft using the torsion spring. Or use an 
extended antenna.  
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When installing the logger in an underground hydrant, you can fit it on 
the valve rod or on the side of the rod, depending on the height of the 
shaft. Use the angle bracket for side mounting. Side mounting is usually 
preferable on rectangular valve rods. Try out both mounting methods to 
ensure the best possible fixing. For underground hydrants with bayonet 
fittings, you can use the underground hydrant adapter. Fit the adapter in 
the hydrant claw.  

                

  

For plastic domestic pipes (water meter fittings), use the plastic fitting, if 
necessary in combination with the angle bracket.  
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1.2.5 Reading loggers

  

Once you have left the loggers out for at least one night, you can then 
read the recorded data. There are two ways to do this. You can read 
the data while driving past or collect the loggers and then read them in 
your office. If you collect the loggers and read them in the office, do not 
switch them off, as you will lose all the data. If you read the loggers 
when driving past and want to collect them at the same time, switch 
them off after receiving their data in order to prevent reception problems 
with the remaining loggers.   
(See Switching off loggers )   
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Menu bar

  

Back -> Back to start screen  

Screen menu

  

Loggers in the box (group query)  

This function enables you to read a large number of loggers which are 
all within wireless range of the commander (for example when they 
have all been collected and put in a box in the office).  

Loggers in the shaft (patrol)  

This is for reading loggers while driving past. Select this function when 
only one logger is within range of the commander.   

Select Loggers in the box or Loggers in the shaft

 

as required. 

1.2.6 Receiving loggers
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When a logger is received, a status screen appears on the display for  
2 seconds, showing the logger ID, the leak status if applicable (three 
drips) and the comments. As well as the graphical representation, 
reception is accompanied by an audible signal. If a logger is in leak 
mode, the audible signal is longer. All received loggers are shown on 
the screen in succession.   

The following information on the loggers is shown:  
Reception series, logger ID, reception time, date and leak status.   
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Optional functions with an additional device:

   
For accurate and convenient querying of the 
loggers in the field, you can drive past them 
using a handheld computer and an integrated 
navigation device (such as TOM TOM). This 
function enables people not familiar with the 
location to read the loggers. The logger can 
also be read and displayed in a GIS.   

Please contact Metrotech for more details.     

1.2.7 Displaying measured data from loggers

  

The data recorded by each logger is shown graphically and numerically.    
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Menu bar

  
Back -> Back to previous screen  

End query -> Stops communication with the loggers   

Screen menu

  

Logger status line  

Select a logger to go to the graphical view.   

1.2.8 Graphical representation of measured data
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Menu bar

  
Back -> Back to logger list  

Cursor  

A vertical line appears on the screen so that you can select and view 
the individual results.  

Analysis -> Go to analysis screen  

Screen menu

  

No. 1 . -> Scroll through all loggers   

1.2.9 Analysis of measured data
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Menu bar

  
Logger list -> Back to logger list 

 
Graph -> Back to graphical screen  

No. 1 .->  Scroll through results from all loggers and show 
them in succession   

1.2.10   Evaluating measured data
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The upper graph shows the level, and the lower one shows the 
frequency. The vertical axis in the upper graph shows the level from 0 
to 100%; the horizontal axis shows the readings over time. The vertical 
axis in the lower graph shows the noise frequency from 0 to 2500 Hz; 
the horizontal axis again shows the readings over time. Select 
Cursor

 
in the menu bar to move the cursor (a vertical line) along the 

graph. The current level and frequency at the cursor position are shown 
to the left of the graph. The Analysis menu provides a statistical 
analysis of the measured data.   

Note:

  

Experience has shown that a noise level constantly above 10% or a 
noise frequency above 400 Hz indicates possible damage to the pipe 
network. 
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2 Metrolog View  PC software - standard mode

 
As with the commander, there are two operating modes for the 
Metrolog View software: standard and advanced mode.  

Note that communication between the PC and the commander is only 
possible when both devices are connected via the serial interface cable 
and the appropriate COM port is selected in the configuration. 
For communication with the loggers, you must connect the E- Box via 
the USB port on the PC and make sure the COM port is correctly 
selected under Configuration .   

Note:

  

If other programs (such as Hotsync or Easysync) use the port at the 
same time, this can lead to connection problems. Make sure all 
programs are closed before you connect the commander or the E- Box  
to the computer.   

Note:

  

Because the system settings in Windows (Control Panel -> Regional 
and Language Options) for the date and time can differ from country to 
country, make sure the separator character for the time is : and . for 
the date.  
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2.1 Installing the SebaLogView software, file structure

  
The Metrolog View program is delivered on a CD-ROM. To install it, 
start the setup.exe file on the CD-ROM and click OK to confirm all 
the prompts in the installation program. The program is then installed in 
the folder C:\Programme\Metrotech\MetrologView . For security 
reasons it is also under My Documents\Metrotech\ MetrologView  
(which is required by Wndiows Vista) stored. Here all data and backups 
are saved.    

After installation, the MetrologView folder contains the program files, 
as well as other files where the configuration is stored. If you want to 
use your own company logos on the report printout, store the graphic 
files (.jpg, .gif, .bmp) in this folder.  

All measurement databases are stored in the ...MetrologView\Data 
folder.   

In the ...MetrologView \Backup folder, the program stores copies of 
all the files in ...MetrologView \Data during a backup.   

Never delete data from the Data and Backup folders.  

To transfer measured data to another workstation, always transfer the 
entire ...MetrologView \Data folder.   
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2.2 Initial operation, creating a logger group (standard mode)

When you start the program by clicking , the start screen appears.
Select Standard or Advanced mode. Select your language from the
drop-down menu. The most recently selected language is saved for the
next time you start the program. 

Use the drop-down menu to select your language and then click
Standard  to continue.
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2.3 Creating a logger group (standard mode)

     

Before the Metrolog can be used for the first time, you must add all 
loggers the pool in the PC software and then create a group with the 
noise loggers which are to be used.    

Click Logger data

 

to add your loggers to the pool and create a 
group. 

  

When you install the MetrologView software, test data is also installed. 
If you do not want to delete the test data, you can enter the loggers via 
the logger pool in advanced mode  and then use Manage loggers to 
create a new group.   
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Select the loggers to 
be deleted and 
remove them using 
Delete logger .     

Use Add logger to 
enter your new 
loggers.   

To do this, enter the 
serial number of the logger, and a comment describing the location in 
the input field if you wish. The serial number is marked on the logger 
nameplate, for example ID 13294.  

          

The new loggers then appear on the left of the field. Now you can 
communicate with the commander and 

 

as necessary 

 

send the 
group to the commander or send data from the commander to the PC.  
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2.4 Transferring logger data to the PC

 
You have already read your loggers using the commander and now 
want to load the data onto your PC.  
Connect the commander via the RS 232 interface to the PC. Start the 
software in the standard menu and set the correct COM port.  

On the commander, go to Options and select Transfer measured 
data to PC , then follow the instructions of the screen. 

                  

Prepare the PC for receiving data, then select Send . 

   

Click Data transfer to PC  and confirm Transmit  on the commander

 

to start the data transfer to the PC. A bar on the PC shows the progress 
of the data transfer. After the download, the logger screen appears.  

  E ->  Standard menu

 

Options

 

Delete inbox

 

Transfer measured data 

 

Transfer configuration data from PC

 

Show configured loggers

 

Replace logger

 

System settings

 

Start
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2.5 Evaluating logger data on the PC (Standard mode)

    

The logger screen shows a list of the individual 
logger data. As with an Excel table, you can sort 
the loggers according to the various parameters in 
ascending or descending order. Important 

parameters are highlighted in colour.   

  

Click Print list  to print out the logger list.   

  

Select Main menu to return to the start screen.  

If you click a logger from the list, the logger screen appears and the 
individual measured data is displayed in a graph.  
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The horizontal axis of the graph shows the measured values, the 
vertical axis shows the noise level of 0 - 100% above the line and the 
frequency of 0 - 2000 Hz below it. The frequency is also shown as a 
colour (see the colour scale). If you move the mouse pointer over the 
measured values, the date, time, level and frequency for the current 
position are shown in a small window to the top right. The red horizontal 
line marks the level threshold above which the logger displays leak 
mode. The Logger comments field corresponds to the field in the main 
menu and can also be directly edited here. When you click the printer 
icon you will first see a print preview of the graph. Click Print there to 
print out the graph on your standard printer. 
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3 E- Box

 
The E- Box  is the wireless connection between the PC 
and the Metrologs. You can also program and read the 

loggers directly with the PC using this additional device.  

First install the software driver from the CD on your PC. 
Connect the E- Box to the USB port on the PC (a cable is 

supplied). The E- Box is powered via the USB connection and therefore 
has no separate battery or other charge inputs. Now fit the standard 
antenna or the mobile antenna directly to the E- Box. Position the 
mobile antenna in the centre of the roof of your vehicle.  

 

USB socket on the E- Box  

The sockets are marked with the following symbols

       

Antenna socket    USB port + power supply   

The E- Box is switched on and off when its USB cable is connected to 
or disconnected from the PC. A green LED indicates the power supply, 
and an orange LED indicates transmit/ receive status. 
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3.1 Reading / programming loggers with the E Box - USB

  
Make sure you have connected the E- Box to your PC. Now start the 
MetrologView program.  

First make sure your COM port is correctly configured.   
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3.2 Initialising loggers

     

Select Initialise logger to start programming. Follow the instructions on 
the screen.      

3.3 Reading loggers

    

Naturally, when reading the loggers with the  
E- Box, you have to select either Loggers in the shaft

 

(patrol) or 
Loggers in the box (group query).     
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Click Loggers in the box for a group query.  

  

Click Loggers on site  when you want to drive by the loggers in the 
network (patrol). Each time the E- Box receives a logger, the logger 
reception screen appears. The background colour depends on the leak 
status. Green for loggers with no leak indications, red for loggers in leak 
mode and yellow for loggers with no measured data in the memory. 
During the query, the loggers are shown in the logger list with their 
reception status.    

     

Click End  to return to the logger screen, where you can print out the 
logger list and select individual logger data. 

Received New Logger Signal ! 

Logger ID  

Comment
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4 Post script

 
Congratulations!  

You have now learned all you need for day-to-day use of your loggers.  

For more specialised use, advanced mode provides many more 
programming options and the software features a number of tools for 
handling larger quantities of loggers.  

To use your loggers even more effectively, now switch the commander 
to advanced mode and operate the MetrologView software in advanced 
mode.  

But don't worry 

 

at Metrotech, advanced doesn't mean complicated. 
Operation is the same, using the familiar Metrotech Easy Go method. 
However, the results of your work are more precise and can be 
professionally documented.  

Take your time to read through the next part of the operating manual 
and you will be amazed how much potential there is in your HL 7000 
system. 
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5 Advanced mode

  
As you will see from the menu structure, the menu in advanced mode is 
much more comprehensive.          

Start 

Logger menu

 

Patrol 

Query 
logger 

settings 

Real time 
logger 

measure-
ment 

Individual 
logger data 

query 

Program 
loggers 

individually 

Identify 
loggers 

 

Program 
group

   

Set group 
clock 

 

Options 

 

Delete inbox 

 

Transfer 
measured 
data to PC

  

Transfer 
configuration 
data from PC 

Show 
configured 

loggers 

 

System settings

  

Logger configuration

  

- Advanced mode 
- Each logger ID configurable 
- Show logger comments 
- Beep 
- Automatically switch off after 
- Lighting off after 
- Date and time 

Query 
group 

 

Show 
inbox  

Show graph 

 

Analysis

  

Replace received 
loggers 

Replace logger 

 

Loggers not received 

 

Replace 
logger 

GSM box 
Status query
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5.1 Starting a measuring cycle in advanced mode

  
First set your commander to Advanced mode by going to the setup 
menu, selecting the system settings and clicking Advanced mode . 
Use Back or the Esc key to return to the advanced mode start screen.   
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5.2 Start screen

The start screen shows the version number of the commander
software, the serial number, the date and time, and the battery charge
status.

The bottom line is the menu bar. Turn the knob to select it and then
press it to confirm (Enter). 

The framed line above it is the status bar. Additional information on the 
function currently selected is shown here.
E-> means: press the Enter button to select the following functions:

Options (settings, data transfer)
Logger menu (logger settings, logger communication)
Patrol (reading data on site)
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5.2.1 Setup 

 
For an explanation see section 1.2.1  

5.2.2 Logger menu (advanced mode)

 
The Logger menu contains all the functions for communication 
with individual loggers.  

Query logger settings 
Enter the logger ID and select Start query . The settings 
(transmission period, measuring period, number of minimum 
values) of an individual logger are read and displayed.  

Real-time logger measurement  
This function permits real-time level measurement. This means 
the level threshold above which leak mode is signalled can be 
adjusted to take constant ambient noise into account. This 
prevents a leak being indicated if the noise comes from another 
source (such as a permanently operating pump). You can also 
find out whether leak noise is transmitted from one logger 
position to the next. 

  

Set the required ID in the LoggerID field and then select 
Measurement on/off in the bottom line. The vertical bar shows 

the noise level currently measured by the logger. You can either 
keep the Standard leak threshold or select Custom leak 
threshold to choose an adjusted level. This value is 
automatically transferred to the logger data and acts as a new 
threshold for leak indication.  
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In addition, the minimum and maximum noise levels are shown 
for the current measurement on the vertical bar.  

Query individual measurement data from a logger 
Enter the logger ID select Start query . The measurement data 
from an individual logger is read and transferred to the data 
record.  

Program loggers individually 
Enter the logger ID and logger settings and select Transfer 
settings . The data is transferred to the logger. The logger is 
then automatically queried and the programming data is 
checked.  

Identify logger 
If the logger ID printed on the type plate is no longer legible, you 
can use this function to read the logger ID and settings of an 
unknown logger within transmission range.   

Caution:

 

There may not be any other loggers within range 
during this measurement. Any loggers in the vicinity must be 
switched off.   

Program group 
Enter the logger settings (transmission period, measuring period 
and measured values) and select Transfer settings . The data is 
transferred to the loggers in the current group. All the loggers to 
be programmed must be within reception range of the 
commander.  

Set group clock 
When you select this function, the clock is set on all loggers in 
the current group which are in range of the commander.  

Group query 
The loggers in the entire group are queried in succession, and 
their measured data read and saved. 
This query mode must be used when several loggers are within 
reception range, for example when you have collected all the 
loggers and then want to read them. 
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5.2.3 Patrol

 
This is the mode used for querying loggers in the field. A list of all 
received loggers is displayed. Loggers which are subsequently 
received are added to the top of the list. Data already received 
with the same date is not overwritten.    

Depending on the Show logger comments setting under 
Options -> System settings, the list shows either the logger 
comments (normally a description of the location) or the logger 
ID and the comments. 
The Stat column shows the last recorded level. This value is 
shown on a black background if the level is above the threshold 
or if the noise frequency exceeds a set threshold, which means 
the logger is in leak mode.  
The Loggers not received menu item shows a list of all loggers 
which have been created in the active group but have not yet 
been received. This enables you to see which loggers were not 
received when you finish patrolling.  

To display the measured values of a logger, select it with the 
cursor and then press Enter .  

5.3 Analysis of measured data

 

The analysis of measured data is described in more detail in 
sections 1.2.9 and 2.5. 

E -> Return to menu 

Loggers received                 15:12:33

 

Back 

No.     ID        Comments        Time        Date      Stat

 

  Loggers not 

12    05707      LOG 15         14:36:43   21.12.     
11    05708      LOG 16         14:39:35   21.12.     0

 

10    05709      LOG 17         14:43:39   21.12. 
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6 MetrologView software (advanced mode)

 
Note that communication between the PC and the commander is 
only possible when both devices are connected via the serial 
interface cable (RS 232) and the appropriate COM port is 
selected in the configuration.  

For communication with the loggers, you must connect the E- 
Box via the USB port on the PC, switch it on and make sure the 
correct COM port

 

is selected under Configuration in the 
SebaLogView program.   

6.1 Installing the MetrologView software, file structure

 

The MetrologView program is delivered on a CD-ROM. To install 
it, start the setup.exe file on the CD-ROM and click OK to 
confirm all the prompts in the installation program. The program 
is them installed in the folder C:\Programme\Metrotech\ 
MetrologView and under My Documents .   

After installation, the MetrologView folder contains the program 
files, as well as other files where the configuration is stored. If 
you want to use your own company logos on the report printout, 
store the graphic files (.jpg, .gif, .bmp) in this folder.  

All measurement databases are stored in the 
...\MetrologView\Data folder under My Documents . Pipe network 

diagrams (.jpg, .gif, .bmp) for illustrating logger locations have also 
to be stored in this subfolder.   

In the ...MetrologView\Backup folder, the program stores 
copies of all the files in ...MetrologView\Data during a backup.  

Never delete data from the Data and Backup folders.  

To transfer measured data to another workstation, always 
transfer the entire ...MetrologView\Data folder.  

When you start the program the language selection dialogue 
appears. Select your language from the drop-down menu. The 
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most recently selected language is set for the next time you start
the program. 

6.2 Initial operation, creating a logger group

The system is always delivered so that you can start work
straight away. The appropriate group with all the loggers is
already programmed in the commander.

The following actions are required if you are working with a PC
and want to evaluate the data using the software, or if you want
to split your loggers up into different groups.

To do this, you must add all the loggers to the pool in the PC
software and then create a group with the loggers are to be
used.

Start the software in test mode
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Create a logger pool  

Click the Logger functions -> Manage logger pool tab.  

    

Enter the ID printed on the first logger in the Logger ID field 
(without preceding zeroes, e.g. 4289, not 00004289). Press 
the Enter button or click Add to list . The logger ID appears in 
the list on the left. (See also section 6.5.1)  

Now enter the IDs of all the loggers in succession. The logger 
IDs are then stored on the PC. The list can be modified at any 
time.   
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Define a group  

  

Go to Main menu-> New group (see also section 6.6.1)  

Enter comments on the group (up to 32 characters) and 
confirm.  

The available loggers from the pool appear in the group list. 
The logger list for the new group, which is still empty, appears 
at the bottom.  
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Click the mouse to select a logger from the pool.  

Make the settings for the selected logger in the input fields and 
then click Add to group .  

Do the same for all the loggers to be included in the group. 
The group data is automatically saved.    

Transfer the group to the commander

  

Connect the commander to the PC using a serial RS 232 cable, 
switch it on and use 
Setup -> Configuration data  transfer from PC -> Reception  
to set it to standby for receiving.  
(You may need to select the COM port on the PC under 
Configuration .)  

In the main menu, select Group -> Commander.  

The group data for the selected group is then sent to the 
commander. The commander is then ready to receive the 
loggers defined in the active group. The data remains even after 
it is switched off.  
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Main menu: 

  

All the groups are shown in the main menu. Select a group in the 
top section. The bottom window then lists the loggers it contains. 
The Level column shows the leak status of the logger in green 
(no leak) and red (leak mode). If a logger was not received, it is 
shown in yellow.  

Click the table header to sort the list in order of logger ID, group, 
comments, time, date and level (most recent values). Sorting by 
date corresponds exactly to the order in which the loggers were 
received.  
The logger comments field is shown to the right of the table. You 
can enter any information you like on the logger selected in the 
table.  

Click inside the table to open a window with a graph showing the 
measured data from the logger.  
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The horizontal axis of the graph shows the measured values, the 
vertical axis shows the noise level of 0-100% above the line and 
the frequency of 0-2 kHz below it. The frequency is also shown 
as a colour (see the colour scale). If you move the mouse pointer 
over the measured values, the date, time, level and frequency 
for the current position are shown in a small window to the top 
right. The red horizontal line marks the level threshold above 
which the logger displays a leak.   

The Logger comments field corresponds to the field in the main 
menu and can also be directly edited here.  
When you click the printer icon you will first see a print preview 
of the graph. Click Print there to print out the graph on your 
standard printer.  

6.2.1 Read commander

 

Before you can load the data from the commander to the PC, 
you must check the settings for the transfer interface (COM port) 
in the Configuration menu (see 6.5).   
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This function loads the data from the commander to the group on 
the PC.   

When you start data transfer on the commander to the PC (see 
section 2.4), a progress bar appears here. After a successful 
transfer, the logger data is shown in the group. Therefore it is 
important to select the group to which the commander data is to 
be transferred in the Group functions menu beforehand.  

6.2.2 Program loggers

 

This function is only available with the E- Box.  

Click this button to program the loggers in the current group with 
the data defined previously.  

6.2.3 Group to commander

  

This function transfers the selected group to the commander.  

First prepare the commander to receive a new group. 
To do this, go to the Setup menu on the commander and select 
Configuration data transfer from PC . Activate Reception and 

then click the Group -> Commander icon in the software.  

6.2.4 Read group

 

This function is only available with the E- Box.  

Use this function if you want to query several loggers of a group 
within reception range. If you want to read data from loggers in 
the shaft using the E- Box, then select Patrol . 
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6.2.5 Import LogCollect

  
The LogCollect PC software allows you to patrol the Sebalog N 
loggers with the E- Box without using MetrologView. You can 
then save the data in the MetrologView database using the 
Import LogCollect function. First you must select the folder 

containing the data to be imported and then decide whether the 
data is to be imported to the selected group only, or to all 
groups. Only data from loggers which have actually been 
registered in the current group is imported. 

6.2.6 Patrol

 

Main menu -> Patrol 
This function is only available with an E- Box. You can patrol 
loggers directly using the software.  

Start: 
Start patrol mode  

Exit: 
Exit the mode  

Delete inbox 
Deletes the results in the current list  

If a logger is received, a window appears showing either No 
leak (green) or Leak (red). At the same time, a voice message 
is generated (see Configuration in section 6.5).   
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Patrol mode is not suitable for reading a group of loggers which 
are all within range of the E- Box. If you want to read all the 
loggers in a group once they have been collected, use the 
Group functions -> Read group function.  

Received New Logger Signal ! 
isplay measured da

 
Logger ID  

Comment
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6.2.7 E mail -> To your e-mail address

   
This function allows you to export logger settings

 
such as the 

logger ID and measuring period for a selected group to any  
e-mail address, from which it can be sent to. Your e- mail 
address.  

6.2.8 Exit

  

This command ends the program. 
You are asked if you want to back up the data. To avoid losing 
your data, you should answer Yes to this prompt at regular 
intervals.  

6.2.9 Create new group

  

You can create new groups in the main menu. This not only 
helps you manage the various measuring results, but also the 
various groups and working teams.  

If you have not done this before, you should first read section 6.2  

Create new group 
Select this item to configure the loggers for a new group.  

Please note: 

  

The loggers to be used must already be contained in your logger 
pool.   

First select Create new group and enter a name for it. Then 
choose the loggers to add to it from the list on the left of the 
screen. You can add individual comments (such as the hydrant 
number) here. Optionally, you can set the measuring and 
transmission period for each selected logger. The data for these 
two variables is taken from the default values in the configuration 
menu. (See section 6.5)  
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Transmission on from  to : is the period when the logger can 
be contacted by radio. It is not possible to communicate with the 
logger outside this period. 
This limitation on communication is made in order to save power.  

If you do need to program a logger outside this period, you must 
first switch the logger off and then on again. (See section 3.2)  

Measuring period from to

 

Enter the start and end of the 
measuring time here. Measurement normally takes place 
between 2 and 4 o'clock at night, in order to minimise extraneous 
noise (traffic, water use etc.).   

Values per measuring period : use the arrow keys to select the 
value. Normally, 1 is enough, in other words, one minimum 
value during each measuring period (see Principles of 
measurement ).  

Enter a designation for the logger location in the Comments

 

field.   

Click Add to group to add the logger to the current group. At the 
same time, this logger ID is temporary removed from the pool, 
because the same logger cannot exist twice in a group.  

6.2.10 Delete group

 

The currently selected group is deleted, along with all its loggers 
and measured data. In case you call up this function by accident, 
the data can be backed up. (See chapter 6.6 Data backup ).  

6.2.11 Copy group

 

If you want to use an existing group of loggers for a different 
area without overwriting the old data, the easiest way is to use 
the Copy group function to create a new one. After carrying out 
this function, you can edit the transmission and measuring 
periods, as well as the values/measuring period, and then click 
Apply

 

to apply them to all the loggers in the new group. You 
can edit the comments on the loggers in the new group directly 
in the Logger list after un checking the Show data box.  
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6.2.12 Add logger

 
This function adds a new logger to the selected group. A 
dialogue appears at the top of the window where you can choose 
and add new loggers.  

6.2.13 Delete logger

 

Deletes the selected logger from the current group.  

6.2.14 Print list

 

The list is printed out as it appears on the screen. It is printed on 
the system's default printer.  

6.2.15 Export data

 

This function allows you to export measured values in XML or 
CSV format. These data formats are very widely used. The 
*.csv file can be read and edited in Excel. The data can also be 
very easily integrated into other database and GIS systems.  

All measured values in the group are exported.  

6.2.16 Export list

 

This function exports the list of measurements that you see in 
the table beside the buttons.  

6.2.17 Show data/ show graph

  

Disable this function if you want to modify the group (edit the 
comments, delete or add loggers etc.).  

6.3 Logger functions

 

Apart from Manage logger pool

 

the other functions can only be 
used with an E Box - USB connected.   
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6.3.1 Manage logger pool

  
The list of all available loggers appears here. The list is empty at 
first, and you must first enter the IDs of all the loggers in your 
possession. The loggers are then taken from this pool when you 
create logger groups.  

6.3.2 Identify logger

  

If you cannot read the ID printed on a logger, you can use the 
Identify logger function to read its ID and other parameters. The 

condition for successful identification is that there are no other 
active loggers in range. If necessary, you may have to turn other 
loggers upside-down to switch them off (they are automatically 
switched off and the measured data deleted after 3 minutes; the 
logger settings are retained).  

After the data is received, it is displayed as shown above.  

6.3.3 Logger operating data

 

Enter the logger ID in the field provided and then click Query 
logger . The operating parameters of the selected logger are 
shown. 

6.3.4 Real-time measurement

 

Enter the ID of the logger in the Logger ID field and press 
Enter to confirm or click Start .    

The level measured by the selected logger is shown in real time 
on the screen. If you select Custom , a different leak threshold 
is set in the database for the logger. If the level last measured is 
above this threshold, the logger indicates leak mode. You can 
set the custom threshold by clicking the vertical blue bar.  
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6.3.5 Set clock

  
This function transmits the current time on the PC to all loggers 
within range. Setting the clock is above all necessary after a 
logger has been turned off. In addition, the clock is updated 
automatically each time there is communication with the loggers 
(e.g. patrolling, individual query, programming etc.)  

6.3.6 Query measured data

 

First enter the logger ID and then press Enter . As soon as the 
logger is received, a coloured message window and a voice 
message indicate the leak status (see Patrolling ).  

6.3.7 Program individually

 

To program a single logger, enter the logger ID, measuring time, 
transmission time and number of values per measuring period. 
Then click Program logger . The status line below shows 
whether programming was successful.  

6.4 Pipe network map

 

For a better overview of the pipe network, the MetrologView 
software allows you to use a map to show the loggers in the 
field. The map must be available for import in the jpg, gif or bmp 
graphics format. Other formats such as dwg and dxf can be 
converted to jpg, gif or bmp using dwg and dxf viewer programs 
available on the internet and then imported. The maximum size 
that can be shown depends on the computer and the image 
resolution.  

Simply click the loggers defined in the group to position them on 
the map. The colours depend on the leak status, as in the table 
in the Main menu . The pipe network map is automatically 
saved along with the group.  
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6.4.1 Hot spot function

  

If the loggers are positioned, for example, only on underground 
hydrants in a network consisting of the same material 
throughout, the frequencies measured by the loggers [0 Hz (dark 
blue) to 2000 Hz (yellow)] can be easily compared to each other 
during the same period. The highest frequency

 

indicates the 
nearest logger to the possible leak (= hot spot).  

This colour view of the frequency helps you make quick 
decisions when locating possible leaks and planning what to do 
next. This overview permits accurate and effective leak location.  

The colour is shown in the key below the Main menu according 
to the frequency, when you activate Frequency .    
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6.4.2 Load map

 
First you must load the graphic file with the map. To do this, 
select Load map . Click Edit map if it is disabled.  

Now find the correct image file in your folder. Click the file for a 
preview of the map. Click OK to load it.  

The loggers in the group are shown as light blue rectangles; the 
numbers in the rectangles represent the logger IDs or 
comments. You can drag the rectangles with your mouse to 
position them on the map.  

6.4.3 Display logger data

  

Select this function to quit map editing mode and see the logger 
colours representing the leak status: logger in leak mode -> red, 
logger without leak -> green, logger not yet received -> yellow. 
Click on a logger to open the same window with a graphic 
display of the measured data that appears when you click the 
table in the Main menu . Click the green arrow buttons below 
the logger comments field to switch between logger graphs. 

6.4.4 Edit map 

 

To change the map or the logger positions, switch to Edit map . 
The map can now be reloaded. The loggers are shown in light 
blue and can be moved. 

6.4.5 Overview

 

If the map is too big for the screen, you can use this function to 
show and hide a smaller overview of the whole map. To go to a 
position on the normal map, you can either use the scroll bars on 
the right and below, or click the position in the overview map. 
The large picture automatically scrolls to this position.   

Note: 
The logger positions are only shown correctly in the overview in 
Show measured data mode, not in edit mode. 
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6.4.6 Print
The map is printed out with the logger positions. In the printout,
loggers in leak mode are shown in red or dark grey (on black
and white printers), otherwise in white.

6.5 Configuration

This window is where you make the basic settings.

COM port:
Select the correct interface (COM port) for exchanging data
between the the PC and the commander/ E Box - USB.
Windows assigns unique numbers to the ports on the computer.
Check the ports in your system and assign one accordingly. Ask
your system administrator for more details.

Before you can exchange data, close down all programs which
access the selected port (such as HotSync, EasySync and
modem applications).
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Note 
Incorrect settings will prevent the MetrologView PC software 
from communicating with the commander or E- Box. 

 
User name: 
This name appears in the header of the printout. 
User logo: this logo appears in the header of the printout.  

Patrol: 
This is a file in WAV format which is played when a logger is 
read. This file has to be in the folder C:\Programme\Metrotech\ 
MetrologView .  

Data folder: 
By default, the data and backup folder is in the folder where the 
software was installed. This function allows you to select a 
different folder, provided it also contains a subfolder called 
data . In this way, a computer can contain and evaluate various 

folders (such as place names). When you close the software, 
this new folder is set as the default. If you perform a backup 
when closing the program, a backup folder is created in 
addition to the data

 

folder. All the data from the data folder is 
copied into it.  
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Note: 
If several colleagues want to access the logger results, create a 
data folder on the network drive that they have access to. Then 
install the MetrologView software on every authorised PC. Then 
go to Configuration in MetrologView, select the entire data 
folder and click Apply to confirm. This enables authorised 
colleagues to access the latest results. 

  

Logger settings: 
When you create new groups, the values set here are applied to 
all the loggers in the group.  

Info: 
Detailed information on the program version is available here.  

6.6 Data backup

 

All measured data, pipe network maps etc. are stored in the 
folder  My Documents\Metrotech\MetrologView\data . 
When you quit the program, you are asked if you want to make a 
backup. If you click Yes , a copy of the \data folder is 
created in the \backup folder.  

If you have deleted data (groups, loggers, measured data etc.) 
by mistake, answer No to the query and close MetrologView 
without making a backup.   

You can then use the Restore Data program (which installed in 
the same program group as MetrologView) to copy the data from 
the \backup folder to the \data folder.  
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6.7 GSM box

 
The GSM box complements your daily work with the logger 
system and can be compared to reading the logger using a 
commander, except that you do not have to read the 
programmed loggers on site.  

In other words, the GSM box is an additional device which can 
be used to query one or more noise loggers and transfer data by 
e-mail.  

In addition, the GSM box sends a status or alarm text message 
or e-mail if the logger is in leak mode.  

To receive e-mails you need to set up a publicly accessible  
e-mail account. The account may not be protected by a firewall. 
To check whether an e-mail account is accessible, there must be 
data available so that you can open e-mails using a program 
such as Microsoft Outlook.  

Important note: When you switch off the GSM box, the internal 
clock is also deactivated. When you switch it on again, you must 
reset the time in the GSM box. For more information, see section 
6.7.3 paragraph 2. 
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6.7.1 Technical principles

  
The GSM box works as follows:   

Cell phone 

 

net  

The GSM box reads the logger by radio. After that, it connects to 
the mobile phone network and transfers the data. The data can 
either be loaded directly to the MetrologView software or can be 
viewed in your e- mail address.  

The GSM box is assigned to a group of loggers which you have 
already created and selected in the MetrologView software. The 
group concept is described above. In this way, you can assign a 
single GSM box to several groups. However, you have to 
reprogram it every time you use it again, in the same way as 
when programming a commander. You require a PC with 
internet access in order to use the GSM box. If this option is not 
available, only status and alarm (leak) text messages can be 
transferred to a mobile phone.  
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6.7.2 Overview of the GSM box screen

   

6.7.3 Setting up a GSM box step by step 

  

1. Select group  

Select a group in the main menu or create a new group  

In this case, the Test group is selected.   

2. Go to GSM box settings  

Click the GSM box tab. 

   

3. Create a new box  

Create a new box by clicking the New box  button Now enter the 
ID of the GSM box. You can find the ID on the type plate on the 
device. Click OK .  

Active GSM boxes

 

(in this case, only 
one) 

Edit box settings

 

Loggers assigned to 
the active GSM box 

 

Collect data 
mails 
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Enter a comment for the GSM box in the dialogue box: 
Click OK .   

4. The new box has been created successfully. 
You will find the box in the overview window.  

5. Add loggers  

Add the loggers to be read by the GSM box by clicking them in 
the top left field.  

   

6. Delete loggers from the GSM box  

To delete loggers from the query list, click them in the lower 
window and then click Delete logger . 

Click here to add loggers 

The added loggers are 
shown here 
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Confirm that the logger has been deleted from the query list by 
acknowledging the following dialogue.   

Note: 
Deleting a logger does not remove it entirely or from the group it 
is in, but only removes it from the GSM box query list. This 
procedure can be repeated as often as you want. 

  

7. Enter SIM card information  

Now that you have determined which loggers are queried by the 
GSM box, you can now configure the box itself. First enter the 
SIM card information.    

 
First click the logger to be 
deleted, then click Delete 
logger 

 

Enter SIM card 
telephone number

 

SIM card PIN 
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Note: Make sure you enter the correct PIN number for the SIM 
card. After several incorrect attempts, the card is blocked by the 
mobile provider. You can only lift the block using a PUK number 
and a mobile telephone. 

 

8. Define SMS configuration     

  

Email portal configuration of the mobile network operator      

  

Define here what portal is be used to send the e-mails. You can 
also obtain this information from your mobile phone operator.  

Note:  
There is preconfigured data for T-Mobile, Verizon AT&T that you 
can use. A password and user names can also be used. 

Enter up to 3 mobile 
phone numbers to 
receive text messages 

Select the days on  
which text messages  
are sent 

Select the days on 
which e-mails are 
sent. 

Connection data of your 
mobile phone provider 
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9. E-mail configuration for receiving e-mails  

Enter all data required for e-mail communication.  

E-mail logger data  

Domain: 
This is the name of your email address after the @ sign. For 
example.  

SMTP: 
This is the outgoing mail server. Your network administrator will 
tell you the name. For example, enter: smtp.domain.de.  

POP3: 
This is the incoming mail server. You can also obtain this from 
your administrator. Example: pop.domain.de  

User: 
Enter the user name here that you use to log on to your e-mail 
account.  

Password: 
Enter the password here that you use to log on to your e-mail 
account.  

Name: 
Choose the name you want to use.  

E-mail: 
Enter your e-mail address here.  

CC: 
You can also send the e-mail to another person. Enter another e-
mail address here. It can be any address you like. For example, 
you may want to send a copy to your company address as a 
check.  

Delete GSM box e-mails: 
If you enable this option, the data on the server is deleted after 
you collect it from your e-mail account. 
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Activate this option if you receive large numbers of e-mails and 
do not want to keep them on your e-mail account for a long time.  

Delete other e-mails: 
This option allows you to delete all e-mails except the GSM box 
e-mails. Choose this function, for example, if your GSM box e-
mail account receives a lot of spam. Note: if you receive 
important e-mails on this account, do not enable this option.  

Note: 
Incorrect entries will prevent you from connecting to your e-mail 
account and you will not be able to call up e-mails. 

  

10. E-mail remote configuration  
The e-mail remote configuration function enables you to 
reprogram the GSM box without having to collect it and connect 
it to the PC. 
The modified configuration is sent to the GSM box by e-mail. At 
the next transmission cycle, the box downloads the e-mail and 
reprograms itself. 
Therefore please note that it takes a day to reprogram the GSM 
box.  

POP3: 
Enter the incoming mail server for your account, for example 
pop.domain.de  

E-mail: 
Enter the address of your e-mail account (see above).  

User: 
Enter the user name you use to log in.  

Password 
Enter the password for logging into your e-mail account.  

Once you have changed the configuration, just click the 

 

button. MetrologView connects to the e-mail 
account and sends it the new data. 
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11. Read, export and import configuration data from the box 
To make your job easier, you can read, save and load finished 
configurations.  

Read mail/SMS configuration: 
Make sure the GSM box is connected via the data cable to the 
PC.   

The program establishes a connection, reads the current 
configuration from the GSM box and shows it in the 
corresponding fields. 
You can easily change the configuration and then reprogram the 
box (see above).  

Export mail/SMS configuration: 
If you want to program more than one box or save your default 
settings, you can export the configuration. 
A Save dialogue appears:  

Use this dialogue to select the folder to save the configuration 
data in.  

Give the file a name (e.g. default configuration).  

Save the file.  

Import mail/SMS configuration: 
In order to load a saved configuration, you must first have saved 
one. The program does not contain a file with configuration data.  

If you have already saved a configuration file, you can select it. 
To do this, click Mail/SMS configuration .  

An Open dialogue appears:  

Use this dialogue to select the folder you saved the configuration 
data in.  

Select the file and click Open .  

The saved data is shown in the corresponding fields. You can 
then program the box (see below). 
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After you have entered all the parameters, you should see this 
screen:  

  

Now click Close . You can change the parameters at any time 
by clicking Edit configuration .  

12. Program GSM box  

After you have entered all parameters, the data must now be 
transferred to the GSM box. Connect the GSM box (make sure 
you have the correct ID) to your PC using the cable supplied.  
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Open the cover on the right side of the GSM box.  

  

Make sure that the box is switched on. The switch must point to 1.  

  

Connect the cable (VK 71) to the GSM box using the plug. 

  

Now connect the cable to your PC via the RS 232 port, if your 
PC has one. If not, you must use a USB/RS 232 adapter.  
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Make sure that the correct COM port is set in the MetrologView 
software. To do this, see section 6.5  

Click Program box .  

You will see a progress bar. The PC connects to the GSM box.  

13. Programming complete  

You have now successfully programmed a new GSM box. It is 
ready for operation and can be used.  

6.7.4 GSM box functions explained individually

  

New box: 
Create a new GSM box.  

Delete box: 
Delete a selected box.  

Edit configuration: 
Edit the transmission and reception parameters of the selected 
GSM box.  

Program box: 
Connect the cable supplied to the GSM box and your PC. Select 
a GSM box from the list that matches the GSM box ID. Click the 
button. The PC connects to the box and transfers the selected 
configuration.  

Status query: 
Connect your PC to the GSM box. Click Status query .  

The PC connects to the GSM box and reads the current 
configuration.  

GSM check: 
Connect your PC to the GSM box. Click GSM check .  

Your PC connects to the box and prompts it to send a text 
message to the mobile phone numbers programmed before. In 
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this way, you can check whether the GSM box works correctly 
and whether it has enough signal strength for the GSM network.   

6.7.5 Collecting data e-mails

  

1. Collect GSM e-mails  

To collect data e-mails, you must have set the server 
configurations correctly and set up a connection to the internet or 
your local network.  

Click the Collect GSM e-mails button. MetrologView then 
connects to the previously programmed e-mail account 
(providing your PC is connected to the internet or your local 
network) and the data e-mails are downloaded.  

  

The data is automatically transferred to the group database. To 
view the data, click the Main menu tab. There, you can view the 
results in the usual way.  

2. End connection  

After you have downloaded the data, close the connection to 
your e-mail account. This function is similar to logging off of your 
mail account and is necessary to avoid possible misuse.  

Note:  
Most accounts end the connection automatically after a certain 
period of inactivity. Nevertheless, we urgently recommend that 
you disconnect after every call. 

 

6.7.6 Display GSM box on network map

  

Status information on the 
GSM box and logger 
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You can store and display the GSM box on your network plan 
just like the loggers. Assign the active group a network map (see 
chapter 6.4). 
The GSM box is displayed in magenta.  

  

To move the GSM box, proceed as described in chapter 6.4.4. 

6.7.7 Change SIM card

 

To change the SIM card, you must remove the covers on the left 
and right of the GSM box. Be very careful in order to avoid 
damaging a cables or other electronic components. If you do not 
feel confident enough, contact your Metrotech service centre.  

NOTE: 
To change the SIM card, you must switch off the box. 

  

1. Remove the covers on the left and right of the GSM box.  

 

GSM modem

 

Battery 

Logger antenna 

GSM antenna 
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2. Make sure that the GSM box is switched off.  

   

Take a close look at the GSM wireless module. On one side, you 
will find a small black plastic tray.  

  

Use a pointed but not too sharp object such as a pen and press 
the black button on the side into the modem. This ejects the 
small tray with the SIM card. 
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Take a good look at the illustrations here before changing the 
SIM card.  

3. Pull the tray with the SIM card right out of the modem.  

 

Press the SIM card carefully out of the tray and insert a new SIM 
card.  

4. Push the tray back into the modem. The metal contacts of the 
SIM card must face down.  
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5. Now carefully push the tray all the way into the modem. If 
properly done, this ought to be easy. If you feel any 
resistance, the tray is probably jammed. Never use force to 
push the tray into the modem.   

6. The following photo shows a correctly inserted tray with the 
new SIM card.  

     

  

7. After you have changed the SIM card, you must reprogram 
the GSM box (see the instructions from SIM card supplier) in 
order to reset the PIN number and the clock on the GSM box. 
First close the cover over the electronics. Switch the box on 
and connect the programming cable to the GSM box. After 
programming, close all the covers of the GSM box. It is now 
ready for operation again.  

Note: 
Carry out all these actions carefully. Careless handling can 
cause damage. If the covers are not properly screwed on, the 
box is not watertight. 

6.7.8 Unblocking a SIM card using the PUK number

 

To reactivate a blocked SIM card, you need the correct PUK 
number (which you can obtain from your provider) and a normal 
mobile telephone.  

First of all remove any SIM cards that may be in the phone. 
Place the SIM card to be unblocked as described in the 
operating instructions for your phone. Switch the telephone on. 
You are then asked to enter a PUK number to unblock the SIM 
card. 
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If the number is wrong, the SIM card will be rendered 
useless.  

If you have any questions on this, contact the supplier of the SIM 
card. 

7 Disposing of the equipment

  

Only for purchasers within the EU:  

If there is a WEEE Reg. No. (e.g., WEEE Reg. No. DE 24650880) 
on the type plate of the equipment you have bought, then the 
equipment is a B2B appliance (exclusively for commercial use) 
according to European guidelines 2002/96/EC (WEEE) or to the 
German electronic and electrical equipment law (ElektroG), and 
it must be treated by the buyer in accordance with these 
guidelines. It is prohibited for the purchaser to sell the device 
to private users. If the purchaser sells the device to private 
users, he is legally liable pay to damages to Metrotech for any 
costs incurred.  

To dispose of the equipment, if no separate agreement has 
been reached between the buyer and the manufacturer, the 
buyer must return the equipment to the manufacturer (who 
first put it into circulation) to be put into the legally 
appropriate recycling system of the EU country concerned.  

If you are unsure about the disposal of the equipment, please 
contact the manufacturer. 
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Service Center Information - If the equipment does not function 
properly, replace the batteries as described above. If the equipment still 
malfunctions, contact one of the Metrotech Customer Service 
departments:

Or call the factory for the nearest authorized Metrotech repair station.

Vivax-Metrotech Corporation
3251 Olcott Street,
Santa Clara, CA 95054, USA
Website : www.vivax-metrotech.com
Sales & Sales Support:
T/Free    : +1-800-446-3392
Tel         : +1-408-734-1400
Fax         : +1-408-734-1415
Email     : sales@metrotech.com

Application Support:
T/Free    : +1-800-624-6210
Tel         : +1-408-454-7159
Fax        : +1-408-743-5597
Email     : applications@metrotech.com

Service & Repairs:
T/Free    : +1-800-638-7682
Tel         : +1-408-962-9990
Fax         : +1-408-734-1799
Email     : service@metrotech.com

All Other Department:
T/Free    : +1-877-330-1647
Tel         : +1-408-734-3880
Fax         : +1-408-962-9993

CanadaVivax Canada Inc. 
400 Esna Park Drive,
Unit 17, Markham,
Ontario, L3R 3K2, Canada
Tel        : +1-289-846-3010
Website : www.vivax-metrotech.com
Email     : CanadianSales@vivax.biz

EuropeSebaKMT
Seba Dynatronic
Mess-und Ortungstechnik GmbH
Dr.-Herbert-Iann-Str. 6,
96148 Baunach, Germany.
Tel         : +49-9544-680
Fax         : +49-9544-2273
Website : www.sebakmt.com
Email     : service@sebakmt.com

Australasia SebaKMT AUS
Unit 1, 176 South Creek Road,
Cromer NSW 2009, Australia
Tel        : +61-2-9972-9244
Fax        : +61-2-9972-9433
Website : www.sebakmtaus.com
Email    : sales@sebakmtaus.com
                service@sebakmtaus.com

Leidi Utility Supply (Shanghai) Ltd.
Rm405 3rd Building No. 641, Tianshan Rd,
Shanghai, China 200336
Tel         : +86-21-5187-3880
Fax        : +86-21-5168-5880
Website : www.leidi.com
Email     : info@leidi.cn

http://www.metrotech.com
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

The information contained in this document is for informational 
purposes only and is subject to change without notice. Metrotech 
Corporation makes no warranty of any kind with regard to the 
information contained in this manual, including but not limited to the 
implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular 
purpose. Metrotech shall not be liable for errors contained herein, nor 
for incidental or consequential damages from the furnishing of this 
information.   

This manual contains proprietary information that is protected by 
copyright. All rights are reserved. No part of this manual may be 
photocopied, reproduced, magnetically or electronically stored, 
transmitted, or translated into another language without the prior written 
consent of Metrotech Corporation.   

© Metrotech Corporation 2008      

WARRANTY  

THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, 
INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, BEYOND 
THOSE STATED HEREIN.   

Metrotech warrants its equipment to be free from defects in 
workmanship and material under normal and proper use and service for 
one year from date of purchase by original user. Metrotech assumes no 
obligation to repair or replace equipment which has been altered or 
repaired by other than a Metrotech-approved procedure, been subject 
to misuse, misapplication, improper maintenance, negligence, or 
accident; has had its serial number or any part thereof altered, defaced 
or removed; or been used with parts other than those approved by 
Metrotech. Warranty does not include batteries. Expendable items such 
as fuses and lamps are excluded.   

Any detection product proved defective under this warranty will be 
repaired or replaced free of charge at the Metrotech Corporation factory 
or approved Metrotech repair station. The equipment should be 
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returned to our factory by prepaid transportation after requesting and 
receiving return authorization from our Customer Service Department. 
Metrotech s obligations are limited to repair or replacement of broken or 
defective parts which have not been abused, misused, altered, or 
accidentally damaged, or at the option of Metrotech, to refund of the 
purchase price. Metrotech assumes no liability for removal or 
installation costs, consequential damages, or contingent expenses of 
any other nature.        


